Typically, anatomical connections have been traced by injecting pathway-tracing chemicals into restricted portions of the brain. After a few days, the brains are fixed and the transported chemicals identified in histological sections. Orthograde tracers move forward along axons from cell body to axon terminals and retrograde tracers move backwards along axons from terminals to parent cell body. The use of both types of tracers has revealed origins and terminations of pathways and a massively complex network of connections between numerous functionally and anatomically distinct cerebral cortical and subcortical regions. In the monkey visual system alone more than 300 connections have been described between the 32 visual cortical areas. Even so, in the network descriptions neither anatomical strengths nor functional impacts of individual connections are identified. Yet, there is no doubt that knowledge about both aspects of connectivity is essential for developing accurate descriptions of network operations. We describe a new combination of a metabolic mapping and a reversible deactivation technique in an animal model to assess the functional impact of cerebral connections.
Lesions coupled with functional imaging have the potential to provide measures of functional impact of one brain region upon another. However, there are drawbacks. (1) On the positive side, focal brain damage in humans modifies blood flow and metabolic activity at anatomically connected remote sites. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] In addition, large frontal cortex lesions in animals depress metabolism in specific thalamic and midbrain nuclei normally in receipt of direct projections from the damaged region. 6 Metabolism is also depressed in more distant, polysynaptically connected target sites. Such direct and indirect distant, or remote, effects may signal a functional slow down or standstill of neural operations in regions deprived of part or all of their driving input. 7 Such slow downs may contribute to dysfunctional neural processing in addition to the obvious effects resulting directly from the lesion. But more important in the present context, the difference between normal and slowed down levels of activity reflect the functional impact of the damaged region on target regions. (2) On the negative side, the slow down or standstill may be followed by a partial or complete recovery of function which can mask assessments of the true impact of connections in the normal brain. In addition, Correspondence: W Vanduffel, PhD, Laboratorium voor Neuroen Psychopfysiologie, Faculteit Geneeskunde, Gasthuisberg, Herestraat 49, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium. E-mail: Wim.VanduffelȰmed.kuleuven.ac.be Received 13 November 1997; revised and accepted 8 December 1997 in lesion studies, data may be contaminated by damage of unrelated fibers passing below the damaged region.
Combination of the deoxyglucose and the cooling deactivation technique
To eliminate these potential confounds, we combined in an animal model the deoxyglucose and cooling deactivation techniques. 8 Cooling below 20°C silences neurons and their efferent projections while leaving conductivity within or beneath the cooled region unaffected. 9 The deoxyglucose technique confirms the direct cooling effect on metabolic, and hence neural, activity and provides measures of cooling effects on metabolic activity at distant sites. For our study, we implanted cooling probes in the middle suprasylvian (MS) sulcus of the cat. [10] [11] [12] This portion of extrastriate visual cortex is located at an intermediate stage of the hierarchically organized visual system, 13 and allowed simultaneous examination of cooling-induced modulation on both earlier and later visual processing stages, via the feedback and feedforward projections, respectively, emanating from MS cortex. After a few minutes to permit stabilization of the cooling-induced deactivation, radiolabelled deoxyglucose was injected systemically for delivery throughout the brain.
14 Coolinginduced modulations of deoxyglucose uptake were assessed by comparing uptake in ipsilateral regions vs homologous regions in the contralateral hemisphere. Using this combination of cooling with metabolic imaging we showed that cooling: (1) virtually abolished deoxyglucose uptake in the immediate vicinity of the cooling probe confirming the silencing of neurons; and (2) depressed deoxyglucose (DG) uptake in a limited number of circumscribed regions at a distance from the cooling probe suggesting diminished neural activity. Importantly, DG uptake in cortical regions immediately adjacent to the local impact zone of the cooling probe did not exhibit altered DG uptake. For example, in auditory cortex just 2-3 mm lateral from the probe there was no change in metabolic activity. This result is reassuring because auditory cortex does not receive projections from MS cortex. But more importantly, it emphasizes that the cooling deactivation is restricted to the immediate vicinity of the probe. This was verified at numerous other brain sites which exhibited no systematic linkage between DG uptake amount and distance from the probe. Thus, the cooling-induced depression of metabolism identified at remote sites, described below, results from the silencing of projections originating from within the deactivated cortex. Comparison with the opposite hemisphere, reveals the functional impact of the projections emanating from the MS cortex.
We also compared the Gestalt pattern of loci showing depressed DG uptake with the Gestalt pattern of loci labeled by injection of orthograde pathway tracers into exactly the same region of cortex. This comparison revealed a substantial, yet incomplete, match. The pathway tracer experiment also permitted us to measure the anatomical connectional strengths (ACS) and to compare them to the cooling-induced modulations in DG, or functional impact numbers (FIN), identified in the remote brain regions. This comparison was facilitated by equating the ACSs and FINs in regions in receipt of strong anatomical projections and showing a substantial cooling-induced decrease in DG uptake. Regardless of whether comparisons are based on pulvinar ( Figure 1a ) or superior colliculus (Figure 1b) , similar conclusions are reached. There are several other loci for which ACS approximates FIN. These include area 19, splenial visual area and lateral posterior nucleus. However, in both analyses there are numerous, similar discrepancies between the magnitude of the ACSs and FINs in both early and late levels of the visual system. For example, despite demonstrably strong feedback projections from MS cortex to area 18, cooling did not modify DG uptake in this early area. On the other hand, cooling significantly depressed DG uptake in later areas such as posterior cingulate cortex (pCG), yet this region receives virtually no direct input from the MS cortex although, reassuringly, polysynaptic pathways with a limited number of relays between MS and pCG cortices can be constructed from anatomical data. [15] [16] Together, these results show that the functional impacts of deactivating feedforward systems are greater than those on feedback systems.
The difference in the impact of the feedforward vs the feedback systems observed with cooling and DG appears to be linked to the anatomy of connections, and is reflected in the physiology of neurons during localized deactivation of feedforward and feedback systems. In the main, feedforward projections are dominated by superficial layer neurons whose axons terminate predominantly in layer 4 and show some degree of visuotopic organization. [17] [18] In contrast feedback projections are dominated by deep layer neurons whose axons terminate predominantly in layers 1 and 6 and rarely in layer 4. They usually exhibit poor or no visuotopic organization. 19 The functional impact of these two projection systems is exemplified by responses of neurons in monkey area V2 during deactivation of feedforward projections from area V1 or feedback projections from area MT/V5. Silencing of neurons in area V1 silences neurons in area V2 20 yet it spares activity in area MT/V5. 21 This remaining activity is maintained by signals transmitted along pathways that bypass area V1. [21] [22] Even though there are substantial feedback projections from area MT/V5 to area V2 they are insufficient to maintain activity in area V2 in the absence of signals transmitted forwards by area V1. Even so, area MT/V5 has powerful influences on V2 neurons but they are purely modulatory. [23] [24] These modulations are compatible with ideas of top-down influences on neurons related to attention, memory-based comparisons, and mental imagery mediated by feedback projections from 'higher' areas. [25] [26] Moreover, in animals less behaviorally engaged with the environment, these top-down influ- Figure 1 (a) Graph of normalized tracer density (anatomical connection strength) vs normalized cooling effect (functional impact number) on 2DG concentration for a variety of cortical and subcortical structures. Normalization based on equating tracer density and decrease in 2DG uptake in contralateral auditory cortex to 0% and in the pulvinar nucleus to 100% (large green circle). Solid line represents slope of unity which indicates that tracer density and effects on 2DG uptake are equal. Gray lines represent 20% deviation from these values. Squares represent cortical structures. Circles represent subcortical structures. The color-coded label for the different structures reflects levels of visual processing: blue = early, green/yellow = intermediate, red = late. In this figure radial distance represents connection strength, independent of measurement method, whereas polar angle (quarter circle) reflects the balance between functional (2DG) and anatomical (tracer) measurements of the connection. Points below the diagonal show a weaker 2DG effect than anticipated from the anatomy whereas points above the diagonal show a stronger 2DG effect than anticipated from the anatomy. Choice of another structure for normalization of measurements (eg area 17 rather than pulvinar) alters the number of points above and below the line but does not change the order of the points along the polar dimension. Hence conclusions are not affected by our choice of the pulvinar to equate functional and anatomical measurements. Abbreviations: pCG = posterior cingulate gyrus; CVA = cingulate visual area; 1a 1b ences, and hence functional strengths of feedback connections, should be relatively weak, as indeed we observed. Accordingly, it is likely that with more active engagement with surroundings, and the induction of top-down influences, the functional strength of feedback connections will be demonstrably stronger.
Conclusions
Overall, our findings show that: (1) Reversible inactivation can be combined with metabolic mapping to investigate simultaneously the functional impact of one brain region on many others via the spectrum of feedforward, feedback and lateral connections. (2) The limits of the deactivated region can be more accurately defined than with single unit recordings. [19] [20] [21] 24 ( 3) The functional impact of all projections cannot be predicted from knowledge of the presence and strength of anatomical projections alone and, by inference, the presence of a metabolic influence during localized inactivation or stimulation does not automatically permit inferences to be made on the presence and strength of direct anatomical projections as has been claimed in combined transcranial magnetic stimulation and PET imaging studies. 27 (4) Cooling limits the functional 'deafferentation' to projections efferent from the deactivated gray matter, and data are not contaminated by inactivation of fibers of passage as is frequently the case in lesion studies. (5) Remote functional effects need to be considered for the interpretation of behavioral deficits after irreversible and reversible deactivation of brain regions.
Future approaches
Our findings also have substantial potential for improving understanding of important issues in network neuroplasticity and for devising future experiments. For example, for neural operations that are dispersed across a network, localized damage is frequently accompanied by a partial or complete restitution of function, yet network sites contributing to the functional compensations remain unidentified. A simple strategy to identify these sites is to compare functional impact numbers obtained in cooling deactivation experiments with FINs obtained in lesion deactivation experiments. In this paradigm, cooling deactivation for a limited period does not permit neural compensations to emerge, whereas following lesions they do. Likewise, comparisons made during two behavioral states coupled with cooling and use of differently tagged DG molecules during different behavioral tasks [28] [29] has potential to permit the linkage of differences in functional impact to differences in behavioral task. In essence, in this paradigm the dynamic state of the static anatomical description of the network will begin to emerge. This is a viable possibility because single cell physiology shows that patterns and levels of neuronal activity vary during different behaviors (for review see [30] [31] ). However, so far the variations have been identified mainly in isolation of simultaneous variations occurring elsewhere in the network and they are of little use because they tell us little about network operations. Functional imaging studies can access this network level and have shown modulation of sensory responses by attention 32 or by the task. [33] [34] Unfortunately, in humans the anatomical connections are largely unknown, making interpretation difficult. Finally, there is the potential using FIN and ACS to measure and locate the origins of top-down influences which also likely vary in task-dependent ways.
In sum, the combination of the individually powerful cooling and DG techniques that permit the switchoff of efferent projections while simultaneously measuring functional impacts of connections has opened Pandora's box to new experimental designs to investigate the functional impact of cerebral connections and the compensations that result from neural injury. Such studies are critical to elucidating dynamic aspects of brain function and conceiving biologically realistic models of network operations in the normal and diseased brain.
